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Agreements Violating Dodd-Frank
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By Martin J. Weinstein, Robert J. Meyer, Jeffrey D. Clark, and Andrew English
of Willkie Farr & Gallagher

On June 22, 2022, the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) announced a settlement
with The Brink’s Company (“Brinks”), a publicly-traded company that provides cash transit
and money processing services, for violations of Rule 21F-17, which implements whistleblower
protections included in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010
(“Dodd-Frank”).1 The enforcement action is noteworthy both because the misconduct identified
by the SEC relates to otherwise ordinary confidentiality and non-competition agreements Brinks
required new U.S. employees to execute as part of its onboarding process, and because Brinks
was punished for not revising these agreements in light of prior SEC enforcement actions against
other companies. The Brinks enforcement action is a reminder that publicly-traded companies
should review their confidentiality agreements, employment agreements, severance and termination
agreements, and other, similar contracts to ensure that they do not contain provisions that would be
viewed by the SEC as contrary to SEC rules regarding protections for whistleblowers.

Dodd-Frank Whistleblower Protections
Dodd-Frank prohibits companies from punishing employees who provide information to the SEC,
and it gives the SEC the authority to implement rules to enforce this protection. One such rule, Rule
21F-17(a), prohibits “any action to impede an individual from communicating directly with the
[SEC] staff about a possible securities law violation, including enforcing, or threatening to enforce,
a confidentiality agreement . . . with respect to such communications.”2 Thus, the rule specifically
identifies confidentiality agreements as a potential way whistleblowers could be improperly silenced.

Brinks Enforcement Action
According to the SEC’s order, from at least 2015 through April 2019, new Brink’s U.S.3 employees
were required to execute a Confidentiality and Non-Competition Agreement (“Confidentiality
Agreement”) as part of their onboarding process.4 The Confidentiality Agreement prohibited
1 In the Matter of The Brink’s Company, Exchange Act Rel. No. 95138 (June 22, 2022).
2 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-17(a).
3 Brink’s U.S. is a division of Brink’s, Inc., which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Brinks.
4 In the Matter of The Brink’s Company, Exchange Act Rel. No. 95138 (June 22, 2022).
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employees from disclosing confidential information about the company to any third party without
the prior written authorization of an executive officer of the company. The agreement defined
“Confidential Information” broadly to include information about “current and potential customers,
. . . prices, costs, business plans, market research, sales, marketing, . . . operational processes and
techniques, [and] financial information including financial information set forth in internal records,
files and ledgers or incorporated in profit and loss statements, financial reports and business plans.
. . .”5 The SEC described this type of information as a frequent component of whistleblower
complaints, meaning that any restriction on the disclosure of such information needed to allow for
carve-outs for reports to enforcement authorities, which the Confidentiality Agreements did not.
The SEC further noted that similar language relating to confidentiality appeared in other agreements
used by Brinks, such as in settlement agreements with employees regarding employment matters.
In April 2015, the SEC brought its first enforcement action penalizing a company (KBR, Inc.)
for violating whistleblower protections by having overly restrictive language in a confidentiality
agreement. Specifically, the SEC alleged that KBR, Inc. violated Rule 21F-17 through the
confidentiality agreements KBR, Inc. routinely required witnesses in internal investigations to sign.
Following that action, between 2015 and 2017, the SEC brought eight other enforcement actions
charging violations of Rule 21F-17.
In its order in the Brinks matter, the SEC highlighted that these prior enforcement actions had been
reported in the media. The SEC specifically noted that Brinks received a “Client Memo” from its
outside counsel on April 3, 2015 that recommended that public companies review their employmentrelated agreements and consider whistleblower carve-out language to ensure such agreements did not
run afoul of Rule 21F-17. However, Brinks did not make any such revisions. Instead, around April 10,
2015, Brinks amended its Confidentiality Agreement to add a $75,000 liquidated damages penalty
for violations of the agreement. This version of the Confidentiality Agreement was used for about four
years for the approximately 2,000 to 3,000 new employees hired by Brink’s U.S. annually.
The SEC order further noted that following the KBR, Inc. decision and Brinks’ modification of its
Confidentiality Agreement, attorneys at Brinks received additional notices about the requirements
of Rule 21F-17. For example, in August 2016, a Brinks attorney sent herself a Wall Street Journal
article about a Rule 21F-17 enforcement action by the SEC, but still Brinks did not modify its
Confidentiality Agreement. In December 2016, a Brinks attorney received a “law firm’s client
advisory bulletin” that discussed two Rule 21F-17 enforcement actions.6 This attorney sent that
bulletin to other Brinks attorneys and the company’s outside counsel, and, as a result of that
discussion, Brinks modified its “corporate-level severance agreement template” to include a carve-out
from confidentiality requirements for whistleblowing.7 A few months later, Brinks added similar
language to “several employee litigation settlement agreements.” However, at no time prior to April
2019 did the company update the Confidentiality Agreement or “any other employee agreements.”8
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Id.
8 Id.
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The SEC found that by requiring current and former employees “to notify the company prior to
disclosing any financial or business information to any third parties, and threatening them with
liquidated damages and legal fees if they did not do so,” Brinks obstructed potential whistleblowers,
thereby violating Rule 21F-17.9 Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Brinks agreed to
pay a monetary penalty of $400,000. The company also agreed to include in all “employment-related
agreements involving U.S.-based employees” a specific contractual provision defined by the order
that makes clear employees may file whistleblower complaints. The specific contractual language
included in the order is as follows:
Protected Rights. Employee understands that nothing contained in this Agreement limits
Employee’s ability to file a charge or complaint with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or
any other federal, state, or local governmental regulatory or law enforcement agency (“Government
Agencies”). Employee further understands that nothing in this Agreement limits Employee’s ability
to communicate with any Government Agencies or otherwise participate in or fully cooperate with
any investigation or proceeding that may be conducted by any Government Agency, including
providing documents or other information, without notice to or approval from the Company.
Employee can provide confidential information to Government Agencies without risk of being held
liable by Brinks for liquidated damages or other financial penalties. This Agreement also does not
limit Employee’s right to receive an award for information provided to any Government Agencies.10

In addition, Brinks agreed to contact current and former U.S.-based Brinks employees who signed
the prior Confidentiality Agreement and provide those individuals with a copy of the SEC order and
a statement that Brinks permits current or former employees to: “(1) provide information and/or
documents to, and/or communicate with, [SEC] staff without notice to or approval from the Company; and (2) accept a whistleblower award from the [SEC] pursuant to Section 21F of the Exchange
Act.”11 Finally, Brinks agreed to submit to the SEC a written certification describing the steps taken
to satisfy the above-described requirements, and attaching exhibits sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the SEC’s order.

Conclusion
This enforcement action provides a reminder that companies should monitor recent enforcement
actions and undertake any appropriate remediation based upon the lessons learned from those
actions. More specifically, companies should review their confidentiality agreements, employment
agreements, severance and termination agreements, and other similar contracts to ensure they are in
compliance with the Dodd-Frank whistleblower protections. The Brinks enforcement action makes
clear that the SEC continues to actively monitor companies’ compliance with required protections
for whistleblowers, and considers public companies to be on notice of the requirements.
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 Id.
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Martin Weinstein, Robert Meyer and Jeffrey Clark to Publish New FCPA Guide: The
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: Compliance, Investigations and Enforcement
Willkie partners Martin Weinstein, Robert Meyer and Jeffrey Clark will publish a newly
updated FCPA treatise, The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: Compliance, Investigations and
Enforcement, due out in August 2022. The digital publication will be published by Wolters
Kluwer Legal & Regulatory, U.S., and available on the VitalLaw platform.
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: Compliance, Investigations and Enforcement treatise is a
comprehensive guide that addresses all aspects of the FCPA and offers practical guidance
to help legal practitioners and in‐house counsel navigate day‐to‐day FCPA‐related issues.
It methodically explains the FCPA’s antibribery provisions and accounting provisions, the
types of conduct for which corporations and individual officers and directors can be held
civilly and criminally liable, how to implement a compliance program and risk mitigation
measures, and what to do when an FCPA issue arises, whether through an internal
investigation or a government investigation. It also includes chapters on FCPA corollary laws
the UK Bribery Act, France’s Sapin II, and Italy’s Law 231, written by leading practitioners.
As companies that do business internationally regularly face existential legal and
reputational risks from foreign corruption matters, compliance with the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act is a priority for corporations, boards, and management teams around the
world. Likewise, the FCPA is a high priority enforcement area for the DOJ and SEC,
expected to increase this year as the White House has pledged to make the fight against
global corruption a national security priority. The book provides a thorough, practical
guide to the FCPA for private practitioners and in-house counsel alike, written in
straightforward, easy‐to‐understand language with footnotes that meticulously document
each point with relevant authority and numerous appendices. The book also includes
practical and usable “go‐to” forms for compliance officers and external counsel, and
provides a how‐to on internal investigations that focuses on issues that may arise in
transnational FCPA matters.
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: Compliance, Investigations and Enforcement was previously
published from 2012‐2018. It will be available in the Wolters Kluwer online bookstore in
August 2022.
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